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V I S I O N



“YOU ARE GOD’S  IDEA,
AND HE LONGS TO

SEE THE TREASURE
THAT IS  IN  YOUR

HEART.  AS  WE LEARN
TO DREAM WITH GOD

WE BECOME CO-
LABORERS WITH

HIM.”

―  B I L L  J O H N S O N ,  D R E A M I N G  W I T H
G O D :  C O - L A B O R I N G  W I T H  G O D  F O R

C U L T U R A L  T R A N S F O R M A T I O N
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W H A T  I S  V I S I O N E E R I N G ?

Creating a sacred space that
displays what you want actually
does bring it to life. What we
focus on expands. When you
create a vision board and place it
in a space where you see it often,
you essentially end up doing short
visualization exercises
throughout the day. Even as you
walk away from it.

Athletes have done this for years.
Canadian Bobsled Olympic
Champion says “I’ve tried to keep
the track in my mind throughout
the year,” he said. “I’ll be in the
shower or brushing my teeth. It
just takes a minute, so I do the
whole thing or sometimes just the
corners that are more technical.
You try to keep it fresh in your
head, so when you do get there,
you are not just starting at square
one. It’s amazing how much you
can do in your mind.”

Visualization, for me, has to take
in all the senses,” said Emily Cook,
the veteran American aerialist.
“You have to smell it. You have to
hear it. You have to feel it,
everything.”

So the images that you want on
your Vision Board need to not just
be inspiring pictures but need to
trigger all your senses.

They need to form a vision of your
life that you are believing for in
your future. What will it look like,
smell like, taste like, feel like and
sound like? 

What are the emotions you living
your vision as reality will feel
like?

Where there is no vision the people cast off restraint
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B E L I E V E
No pessimist ever discovered the secrets of the stars, or
sailed to an unchartered land, or opened a new pathway

for humans to access heaven on earth.
Helen Keller

There is such a beautiful co-labouring
when you visioneer between you and
God. There is an access between
heaven and earth that is full of
mystery and boldness. There are
tensions to hold. The risk of putting
something out there that may not
happen and the disappointment that
could occur. Lean into the emotional
and spiritual process of dreaming with
God. It’s worth it. You ar worth it.  

I am a huge believer in the process of
visioneering even more than the
outcome of a perfect Vision Board.

Where are your blockages? What are
your fears? What memories are being
triggered?

Lean into it all. It will invite you into
the future with a sense of wholeness
to it.   



YOUR
HEART IS
ABLE TO SEE
THINGS
THAT YOUR
EYES
AREN’T
ABLE TO. –
KHOLOUD
YASSER



THE PRACTICALS  

PRACTICAL THINGS TO DECIDE

Q: What should I put on my vision board?

A: Anything that inspires and motivates you. The purpose of your vision board is to bring everything on it

to life. First, think about what your goals are in the following areas: relationships, career and finances,

home, travel, personal growth (including spirituality, social life, education) and health. You don't have to

cover each area exactly the same, just take a mental inventory of what you want each of those areas to

look like and write them down. Always handwrite your goals instead of typing them, there's something

energetic about actually handwriting your goals. From your goals and aspirations, think about what you

want on your vision board. 

Q: Should I have one main vision board, or a bunch of small ones for different areas of my life?

A: It's totally up to you. What makes the most sense in your life? I personally like to have one central

vision board that I look at every day in my home office, and I have a few small ones that I've made at

retreats that I keep around too. Each area of our lives affect each other, so starting with one central vision

board usually makes sense. Theme boards that center on specific events or areas of your life are great

too, for instance a wedding-day-specific will help you focus on how you want to feel on your big day, or a

career specific board at your desk space can help you work towards that promotion. 

Q: How often should I re-do my vision board?

A: Whenever it feels right. I often leave blank space on my vision board so I can accept new things as they

appear in my life, and add and rearrange during the year when I feel it. You'll just know. Then, every

December, I give the board a total refresh to get clear about what I want in the new year. Some things

stay and some have served their purpose and don't make the cut.

.

Here are the answers to the most common questions people ask:



WHAT YOU WILL NEED 

WHAT YOU WILL NEED

Any kind of board, if you're new maybe start with a cork board or
poster board from the hardware store.

Scissors, tape, pins, and/or a glue-stick to put your board together.
Magazines that you can cut images and quotes from. 

Most importantly, the stuff you want to look at every day. 

Photos, quotes, sayings, images of places you want to go, reminders
of events, places, or people, postcards from friends and just about
anything that will inspire you.

Time. 
Give yourself time to make this a Memorable process. 
Make it fun or make it intense and sacred.
Light a candle
Play music
Pray.

When it comes to actually putting your elements on the board, I
like to leave space in between each item because clutter clouds my
mind. I like space. However, if you love the feeling of closeness and
want everything to touch and overlap, then huddle it all together
and overlap your objects. As for choosing what makes the final
cut, lay everything out before you start gluing and pinning so you
can get an idea of where you want everything



MALAK  EL  HALAB I

Now that your eyes are

open, make the sun jealous

with your burning passion to

start the day. Make the sun

jealous or stay in bed.




